INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION 2016: Objectif Sport, 1st March to 1st May, all day
In the context of European and International
sporting events of the year 2016, the “Fondation
Alliance Française” is organizing the 6th edition of
the photo contest illustrating the theme of sport
"Objectif Sport!”
Candidates are invited to present works illustrating a
sport which, in their opinion, best portrays the
sporting activity of their country. Thus, through the
lens of photography, the participants will convey
essential values in this activity: tolerance, openness,
social inclusion and team cohesion.
For details on the competition:
http://hyderabad.afindia.org/events/internationalphoto-contest/

FRENCH FILM: Tomboy, 11th May at 6:30 pm

Céline Sciamma – 2010 – Drama – 82 minutes
Laure, 10 years old, is definitely a tomboy. She and her
family have just moved into a new neighborhood.
Although the little girl longs to make friends her age,

she isn’t quite certain how to go about it. Then, one
day, she meets Lisa, and the two girls get hit off.
However, when Lisa makes the assumption that her
new friend is a boy, Laure takes the identity of Mikael,
and quietly plays along. Before long, Mikael has made
friends with the other children in the neighbourhood
as well. Meanwhile, the closer Lisa and Mikael become,
the more delicate Laure’s deception grows.
Tomboy has received several prizes including a Golden
Duke and the main prize of the official competition of
the 2011 Odessa International Film Festival. Zoe Héran,
the lead actress, was also nominated for the Young
Artist Award as Best Leading Young Performer in an
International Feature Film.
Venue: Alliance Française auditorium

FRENCH FILM: La French, 25th May at 6:30 pm

Cédric Jimenez – 2014 – Period Crime, Thriller

This is a stylish, 70’s crime thriller inspired by true
events. It tells the story of a real-life Marseille
magistrate Pierre Michel and his relentless crusade to
dismantle the most notorious drug smuggling
operation in history: the French Connection. In his
crosshair is charismatic and wealthy kingpin, Gaëtan
“Tany” Zampa, who runs the largest underground
heroin trade into the states.
Venue: Alliance Française auditorium

